Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Mon. 19 Sept. 2022
Compiled Mon. 19 Sept. 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret,
Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her
twenty two multiple personalities.‖

A Black Swan Blackout Shutdown is upon us.
GAME OVER!
It Was Necessary.
Incoming – A Week to be Remembered.
Change is Imminent.
The Devil has been Defeated.
Dark to Light.
…Q+

“Trump Arrest Incoming!
Trump Arrest will Trigger The Storm”
…Great Awakening World Q + Trump

SILENT RUNNING:
“Remember: Nothing we are doing came easy”
https://rumble.com/v1j381g-silent-running-remember-nothing-we-are-doing-came-easy.html

It was recommended to be prepared for what lies ahead to have at least two-three weeks of
cash, food, water and goods for your own needs and that of your neighbors.

“Who is My Neighbor?”
July 10, 2022 - #4843 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org)

Jesus taught that a neighbor was anyone in need. A person may seem distant culturally,
politically or socially, but all are near enough to receive our friendship, care, connection, help
and support. Jesus expanded the boundaries of our common neighborhood to include all of
God’s children.

Judy Note on the Global Currency Reset:
The Bankrupt Central Banks haven‘t received the fiat US Dollar from the Bankrupt Federal
Reserve since last Tues. 13 Sept.
All Banks were required to switch from the old fiat monetary system to the new gold/assetbacked Republic System by Wed. midnight 14 Sept.
By Mon. 19 Sept. the new gold/asset-backed US Note was present in all Tier 1, 2, 3 Banks.
The UK was in a ten day mourning period which would end on Tues. 20 Sept. – the same time
period that Q and Trump on Telegram have indicated was the Ten days of Disclosure.
Simon Parkes: ―The banks may be shutting down. Accounts will be frozen and there will be no
online payments. This was the event planned for September 24th. The Pentagon says to take out
cash now. This bank shut down will last from 2-10 days, the extent of which will depend on the
opposition from the other side.‖
By Sat. 1 Oct. the Global Currency Reset was set to be activated for the general public.
A. Brief History of the Global Currency Reset: Where we came from, Why we’re here and
Where we’re going:






In the late 1700s a group in Eastern Europe (Illuminati Families, Rothschilds), known as
the Cabal, began taking control of the Global Monetary System using fiat or paper
currency that was not asset backed. To counter this movement some sovereign families of
Asia and Europe dominated by the Chinese Royal Dragon Families, pooled their gold
assets into secretive off ledger private banking trusts now known as the Global Collateral
Accounts.
In the US the privately-owned (Rothschilds, Rockefellers) Federal Reserve System
in reality started around 450 years ago with creation of a Vatican Trust Account attached
to the generational wealth of several nations. This World Financial System was set up by
and mainly funded through gold of the ancient Chinese Royal Dragon Families of Asia.
Switzerland was the home and legal origin of United Nations Charters and housed
Cabal organizations of the International Monetary Fund, World Trade Organization and
Bank of International Settlements.





















Through the Crown City of London and Vatican Bank the Bank of International
Settlements in Basel Switzerland controlled all Central Banks of what was known as the
G7 nations.
The Cabal operated monetary system in the US went back to founding of the United
States of America Corporation in 1871, re-organized in 1907, Jeckyl Island in 1910 and
forming of the privately owned Federal Reserve in 1913. They discarded the US
Constitution, manipulated funds of Central Banks across the globe and used the US
Federal Reserve to plunder global assets rather than utilizing the monies for their original
Humanitarian purposes, thereby enriching their own and fellow global Elites‘ pockets.
In 2015 the new US Republic located the new US Treasury on an Indian Reservation in
Nevada near Reno.
White Hat Military Operations silently seized the Chain of Command of the Vatican
Empire. Vatican Inc. Down: In 2016 Dr. Charlie Ward‘s team removed 650 plane loads
of gold from the 150 mile long tunnel beneath the Vatican that ran to Switzerland. The
gold was returned to countries of original origin, mainly the US.
In April 2016 certain patriotic members of Congress formed the new US Republic, US
Treasury and US currency notes.
In that same April 2016 the Dragon Families excused all US debt when their gold from
the Vatican-Switzerland Tunnel was placed in the new US Treasury in Reno.
City of London Inc. Down through Operation London Bridge: On Thurs. 8 Sept.
2022 the announcement of death of Queen Elizabeth II freed the World from British
Admiralty Rule and insured the collapse of the World Cabal Deep State regimen.
Operation London Bridge coming up to a theater near you. But it doesn't look like it
will go as planned for them. We'll have 3 days darkness followed by 10 days of
Revelations instead. …Great Awakening Q+ Trump
The US Inc., British Crown and Vatican laundering of slush funds to the Cabal
corporations of State Street, Vanguard and Blackrock will stop. The monies were
laundered through 14 countries controlled by the Queen that included the UK, Canada,
Ukraine, Russia, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, New Zealand, Australia and South
Africa. These 14 countries were now heading into Republic states.
Tues. 13 Sept. was the last time the Federal Reserve delivered fiat US Dollars to the
Banks.
On Wed. 14 Sept. midnight all Banks that wanted to participate in the new Global
Monetary gold/asset-backed system reorganized from the old fiat dollar system into the
new Restored Republics System.
JFK Jr., Republic VP: The paymaster issue has surprisingly been fixed already. Wires
still can be done the old Swift way until everything moves into the QFS. We're almost
completely done merging from the old Cabal Swift Systems. It will end in October. The
money transfers, wires and every banking transaction will be through the new QPI and












not Swift in October. We can still be using the old systems until October and then I'm
sure allot of the financial and banking scenarios good and bad will be happening.
By Mon. 19 Sept. new gold/asset-backed US Treasury Notes had been delivered to all
Tier 1,2 Banks.
According to Simeon Parkes beginning Mon.-Tues. 19, 20 Sept the banks could be
shut down for 2-10 days (length depending on opposition from the Cabal), with accounts
frozen and no online payments.
On Thurs. 15 Sept. EF Hutton, a friend to Charlie Ward, (head of the QFS Task
Force) said, “Everything (problems) with the Paymasters was an expected False Flag,
which moves us forward to completely destroy the Cabal. So from the Queen ―dying‖
and others steps like yesterday (with the Paymasters) needed to transition in the new
QFS/ DITIGAL/ NESARA/ GESARA are all taking place in October.”
Fri. 16 Sept. JFK Jr, 19th Vice President: We‘ve initiated the EBS, Military Tribunals
and Full Disclosure with several countries going back to lockdown for the Omicron
variant, which is the Military code for the cleanup operation for the CCP Pedophiles &
Traitors. Sending out the 5:5 MIL OPS was a confirmation SIG in our primary objectiverescuing our children from tunnels & DUMBS. As the remaining countries lockdown and
reports of COVID-19 diagnosis continue, the news unlocks the map of events. Prepare to
archive and be offline SHUTDOWN.
Simon Parkes: “The banks may be shutting down as soon as this weekend. Accounts
will be frozen and there will be no online payments. This was the event planned for
September 24th. The Pentagon says to take out cash now. This bank shut down will last
from 2-10 days. The extent of it will depend on the opposition from the other side.‖
Simon Parkes RV/GCR Intel Update 9-16-22 | √ HO1 – Holistic Overview #1 - The #1
AIO Holistic View to understand topics better!
By Sat. 1 Oct. the Global Currency Reset was set to be activated for the general public.

B. Calendar of Upcoming Events: Trump arrest, King Charles Checkmate, Operation London
Bridge, Great Reset Global Market Crash starting in London, World War 3 Announced + Fake
Nuclear Attacks + Martial Law Stay at home order (9/11/22), Sky Event (Red Sky fake nuclear
attack) (Purple Sky St-Germain Violet Flame Tesla Free Energy Activation), Global Planned
Cyber Attacks by "Russia", Pope death.





Mon. 19 Sept. Queen Elizabeth Funeral – one of the biggest gatherings of world power
brokers in recent world history.
The UK was in a ten day mourning period which would end on Tues. 20 Sept. – the
same time period that Q and Trump on Telegram have indicated was the Ten days of
Disclosure.
Sat. 24 Sept. Drama: Intel from various sources indicated that a massive Extinction
Event, and/or a Global Financial Crisis may occur on Sat. 24 Sept, which was also
Numerology 666 Day. Banks may be shutting down for up to ten days. Bruce: We are












expecting announcements on NESARA/GESARA around Sept. 24, 25. World Trembles
After Germany Issues ―24 September 2022‖ Ominous Prediction
Fri. 30 Sept. was the Vatican’s payment deadline for the Rothschilds, Rockefellers and
other families that owned US Inc, United Nations, World Bank, and IMF. The US Inc,
British Crown and Vatican laundering of slush funds to the Cabal corporations of State
Street, Vanguard and Blackrock would now stop.
Sat. 8 Oct. Drama (Congress) An October mega Black Swan Event triggered by the
Cabal, was set to occur. This could be a bloody revolution, anarchy, or a peaceful
transition. (The Cabal has planned riots in 17 major cities).
Sun-Mon 23, 24 Oct. Drama Militia
Sat. 29 Oct. Full Stop – everything could freeze for ten days.
In October the Chinese Communist Party will convene to make amendments to their
constitution that will lead to ―new strategies of governance‖ – likely a democratic state.
Tues. 8 Nov. 2022 Elections: “I have on extremely good authority from three different
sources that the USA election in November 2022 will not happen. This has already
gone through the Supreme Court – SCOTUS – and they used a Shadow Document to
overturn the 2020 Election.‖…Charlie Ward
Nov 18th 322 Skull and Bones day of the year and Illuminati founder died.

C. Behind the Scenes at Queen Elizabeth’s Funeral Events:







The Guardians US Space Force Military Intelligence Agency and the Alliance have
seized military power from the Deep State (all Satellites, Communication Grids, Banking
Servers, Data and financial transactions) and given the Operations back to the real UK
Military Peoples Army and Generals.
The White Hat Military in the UK now have King Charles III under Military control.
It’s expected that King Charles will be a failure (planned) and will collapse the
Committee of 300 who run the Western World governments and Fortune 500 companies.
The Plan to use King Charles III to massively fail will lead to Nuremberg Trials and
World Tribunals.
The Elites attending the funeral will be briefed on coming Events which include
collapse of their governments and banking systems, which will lead to Debt Relief for
The People.

D. Global Currency Reset:



The new gold/asset-backed currencies of 209 nations have been trading on the Forex
back screens since Sun. 28 Aug.
On Sunday 11 Sept. Iraq brought out their new Iraqi Dinar Rate and on a Tier 1 level
began using and exchanging it in Mainland Europe and the Middle and Far East.









With Whales, Tier 3 and 4A under strict NDAs, RV monies were said to be in their
accounts, though not yet liquid.
On Mon. morning 12 Sept. Bond payments were paying out in Europe.
Tues. 13 Sept. 2022 was the last transfer of fiat dollars from the Federal Reserve to the
banks. There were multiple reports that some in Tier 3 were paid. Central Banks were
shutting down. Congress, White House, IRS, Feds, Federal Reserve were shut down —
U.S. Corporation was bankrupt. Tier 1 Banks have the new gold/asset-backed USTN in
their bank vaults. Tier 3 and 4 banks were being delivered the new USTN this weekend.
Bruce: Last week all US Banks declared bankruptcy and had orders to restructure under
the Restored Republic by midnight Wed. 14 Sept.
A High Up Source felt that the GCR / RV could occur any time between now and mid
Oct, unless a Trump arrest caused a delay to November.
Coach Jerry: "Be encouraged dear community, our time will come. If we could figure
out the precise timing, then the evil opposition could also figure it out. And I have a
sneaking suspicion that the Worldwide Alliance has designed this entire "movie" such
that no one, outside the good military, is quite able to figure it out."

E. Real News Headlines for Mon. 19 Sept. 2022:











Trump may still wait to be falsely indicted or arrested as part of the ending of this play
we're watching. Trump arrested? ―The ultimate of hoaxes.‖ First arrest will shock the
world Q said. Trump will be arrested soon. They are getting ready. This is predictive
programming. Shits gonna hit the fan now!
Trump sends message to Alliance Military: ―Mass Arrests Now!‖
The US Supreme Court has voided the 2020 Election due to Election Fraud and
foreign interference (Chinese Communist Party) in a US Election.
President Trump was back in Washington DC. No one has lived in the White House
since Trump left after having signed the Insurrection Act of 1807, which placed the
Military in charge of the country.
Emergency Alert System (EAS) on Standby for Midterms:
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=207777
Human Flesh found in Fast Food – McDonalds and many more:
https://rumble.com/v1kc5vx-human-flesh-in-fastdood-mcdonalds-and-many-more.html
Canada: Anthrax has been found in the water supply, poisoning the water. Watch the
water Q said!
The Federal Reserve and IRS were private corporations based in Puerto Rico.

F. Many FAKE telegram channels have been exposed. There were three official channels that
were the primary source of all the inside information we are getting. At a rally Donald Trump
announced three telegram channels for sharing truth and guidance about the plan. These three

channels are private, but if you are one of us, make a request to join, and after you have been
vetted and confirmed, your membership will be approved.
TRUMP LIVESTREAM https://t.me/+EE1yMgLzZSBjNzAx (Sun. 18 Sept. 19:00 pm)
Princess Diana https://t.me/+wnmBt_Szb7MwNDVh
Q POWER https://t.me/+GSa0MyF_u2NjNjUx
G. Our Corrupt Federal Reserve (FED), Internal Revenue Service (IRS), Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI), and Anti Defamation League (ADL), were all founded by the Deep
State in 1913 and Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) was founded by Nazis in the US after
World War II:













Former IRS Agent explains why income tax is voluntarily and if enforced is technically
illegal. https://t.me/+9GdyRsSBepxmYjU0
Congress is pouring a whopping $80 billion into the Internal Revenue Service over the
next 10 years
Mike Lindell Announces Action After FBI Seizes His Phone:
https://resistthemainstream.org/mike-lindell-announces-action-after-fbi-seizes-hisphone/?utm_source=telegram
Former CIA Station Chief: Intelligence Agencies Cannot 'Be Reformed' Unless
POTUS Can 'Fire Every Federal Employee:
https://www.breitbart.com/radio/2022/09/15/exclusive-fmr-cia-station-chief-intelligenceagencies-cannot-reform-unless-potus-fire-every-federal-employee/
Fox News: FBI raids 50 Trump supporters homes, launches full scale purge on political
opposition.
'Secrets of the (Cabal) CIA' - Full Documentary. The 1998 documentary directed by
James Otis titled 'Secrets of the CIA' reveals how the CIA has been involved in numerous
terrorist plots around the world. Ex-CIA agents discuss their experience with the
organization and offer a rare glimpse inside this top secret agency.
https://rumble.com/v1kl5nh-secrets-of-the-cabal-cia-full-documentary.html
Help Common Citizens Fight The Illegal Goliath IRS: The night of 24 June 2019 Ken
Cromar (see Ken and Barbie vs. Goliath IRS below) completed and delivered the masters
for Blu-ray & DVD duplication of two new productions, ―A More Perfect Union - 30th
Anniversary Digital Re-Master‖ and ―MIRACLES: In God We Trust‖.
“Coincidentally” the next day, ―Barbie & Ken‖ were hit with their first SWAT by 13+
US Marshals on a fraudulent IRS claim. It was exactly 9:24 am when Ken Cromar was
doing his first LIVE radio interview to promote the two new films. The first question
was: ―Ken, why did you make the film MIRACLES: In God We Trust?‖ Ken literally
opened his mouth to answer the question, when he saw the SWAT team walk past his
window! ―Uhhh..., uhh...,‖ he stammered on LIVE radio, ―Sorry sir, I have a family
emergency, and have to hang up!‖ click!










Within 30-seconds Barbie & Ken‘s "dream house" door was breeched and they with
daughter Liberty were thrown out onto the street, instantly made homeless, not to return
for 10 months. (BTW, after their return, 5 months later they were hit a second time by
the now famous 75-man SWAT on September 24, 2020 - ironically just 7-days after
Constitution Day.)
Saturday September 17, 2022 was the 235th Anniversary of the signing of the
Constitution. Dear listener, would you like to have a copy of both of these films? —
while simultaneously helping keep ―Barbie & Ken‖ alive and in their fight for JUSTICE
— shipped to you for only a minimum $25 donation? It could be our way of thanking
George Washington and his Founder friends and two modern day freedom fighters in
Barbie & Ken Cromar!
Imagine Americans learning about the MIRACLES that helped birth this nation,
and watching George Washington sign the Constitution in a multi-million dollar feature
film production reenactment shot at Independence Hall in Philadelphia in ―A More
Perfect Union‖.
The Cromars would appreciate your help and would hold this Special Offer which
includes a FREE pocket Constitution, open through end of September 30th.
Teaser clip tabs of both films AND the Donation tab are available at:
http://www.MiraclesInGodWeTrust.com/BarbieAndKenvGoliathlRS/

H. 2020 Election Fraud:


46 of 50 States have now recounted and confirmed that Biden lost the vote. The US
Supreme Court has now ruled that the 2020 Election was invalid.

I. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages:


The Entire Food Chain Has Started Collapsing, Scientists Warn (msn.com)

J. Global Financial Crisis:




Financial Collapse Imminent. Black Tuesday reprisal. You‘ve had lots of time to
prepare. DEEP SEPTEMBER. RED OCTOBER. …John McAffe
Beck: "Europe is facing ECONOMIC HELL, & America is close behind" [14:14 video
(cc)]
Are people in other countries around the world being kept from their own money by
their government? Yep, this is really happening. In Lebanon, people trying to get their
own money, as accounts are frozen by the government due to the economic crisis. In
Beirut, Sally Hafiz stormed into her local bank with a gun demanding 20k of her own
money, held by the bank, to help with her sister's Cancer treatment.
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/national-international/woman-with-toy-gun-breaksinto-beirut-bank-takes-her-trapped-savings/3867243/

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/in-lebanon-armed-customers-rob-banks-to-gettheir-own-money/ar-AA11PTun
K. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring:


















A documentary film by Patryk Vega about child trafficking for child sex slaves and
organ harvesting. https://rumble.com/vvhivo-eyes-of-the-devil-documentary-film-bypatryk-vega.html
Disney Employees, 12 Others Arrested In Latest Florida Child Sex Sting: Sheriff:
https://breaking911.com/disney-employees-12-others-arrested-in-florida-child-sex-stingsheriff/
Sex Abuse Charges Leveled Against Former Utah Child Crimes Prosecutor:
kutv.com/news/local/new-allegations-of-sex-abuse-leveled-against-former-utah-childcrimes-prosecutor-gary-lee-bell-utah-county-aggravated-sexual-abuse-pornography-ipaddress-child-protective-division Gary Lee Bell, 66, of Spanish Fork, former Utah
assistant attorney general.
Utah Man Arrested on Child Pornography Charges: Weber County man arrested after
possessing over 30 videos of child pornography on phone | KUTV Michael Welch, 31,
Weber County.
Former Sandy Utah Fire Captain Charged in Child Porn: Former Sandy fire captain
charged in child porn, voyeurism case | KUTV Clinton McKee, 45, former Sandy fire
captain.
Repeated Child Sex Crimes Utah Man Finally Charged: Man accused of repeated
child sex crimes now facing 21 counts of child pornography | KUTV 27-year-old
Jonathan Jareth Soberanis Court records show law enforcement was first tipped off about
Soberanis allegedly possessing child porn back in August of 2020 and other child-sexual
allegations going back to 2015. Investigators lay out what they call an ‗extensive history‘
of committing sexual offenses against children in the community. ―It's extremely
frustrating because these are children we're talking about‖ said Stephanie Davis, the
mother of a 7-year-old boy who is one of Soberanis‘s victims.
Utah Man Arrested on Multiple Counts of Sexual Exploitation of a Child: West
Jordan registered sex offender arrested on multiple counts of child pornography | KUTV
West Jordan Police Department arrested 32 year old Andrew Craig Petersen in relation
to multiple counts of aggravated sexual exploitation of a child.
Tips about child pornography in Utah can be submitted to the Utah Attorney General's
Internet Crimes Against Children Task Force by calling 801-281-1211 or
emailing utahicac@agutah.gov.
Satanic Pedo Nazi Walt Disney Exposed: https://rumble.com/v1kkzzb-satanic-pedonazi-walt-disney-exposed.html

L. Weather Manipulation:











US New York now! Water continues to arrive in cities! Footage of events! "Generally
more rain, heavier hourly showers and stronger winds"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EQHkeXfSAyQ
Pakistan: The sky covers the city! Severe storm and flooding in Karachi, Pakistan:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g-kjrwoc9vQ
Europe: Hell has fallen on Europe. Crazy Thunderstorm hits Zagreb:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ADW8wv2Pk0
California Heat Wave, Floods, Fires: WHAT IS GOING ON IN CALIFORNIA...?? YouTube
Croatia: Hell has fallen on Europe. Crazy thunderstorm in Zagreb Croatia:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ADW8wv2Pk0
Taiwan: On Sat. 17 Sept. a 6.6 magnitude earthquake hit Taiwan. Taiwan struck by
another strong magnitude 7.2 earthquake on Sunday after yesterday's quake.
Italy: This Couldn't Happen! Houses flooded, 200 Residents Missing after flooding in
Cantiano: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QfgUFS2y9Dg
Puerto Rico: Total power outage in Puerto Rico as Hurricane Fiona bears down on the
island.

M. Global Riots and Demonstrations:


Lebanon: Protests erupt in Beirut, Lebanon as the Armenian population tries to break
through to the Azerbaijani Embassy.

N. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ Polio/ Vax/ Medicine Hoax:









The War on Ivermectin: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgibin/forum.cgi?read=207635
GMO Patented chemical Epicyte is designed to make men and women infertile.
Former HHS Advisor Compares Covid mRNA Jabs to Bioweapons – Must See Interview
ET: "Woman Escapes COVID-19 Hospital Treatment Protocols, Says Others Not So
Lucky"
The Evil Behind the Plandemic: https://rumble.com/v10mnew-live-world-premierewatch-the-water.html
Woman holds in her hands a 2011 newspaper which says in black and white that Bill
Gates is going to start "Depopulation through compulsory vaccination", as it will be the
most "environmentally friendly solution." This article has been scrubbed and can no
longer be found.
DARK WINTER: Simulated a biological weapons attack—or an outbreak of deadly
smallpox—on simulation was conducted to gauge how senior leaders would respond to
such an attack and included such high-level participants. Dark Winter clearest exhibit of
the spiraling stresses, and potential social, ECONOMIC [COLLAPSE] that could be
sparked by a public health crisis. DARK WINTER was Designed by the Johns Hopkins














Center (for Civilian Biodefense Strategies (now called the Center for Health Security)
and the Washington-based Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS),
Rockefeller and Johns Hopkins were Behind the Horrific Human Syphilis Experiments
were also behind the now infamous Tuskegee experiments, in which 600 impoverished
African-American sharecroppers were never informed they had syphilis, and were given
placebos rather than real medicine. The researchers watched while the experiment
subjects wasted away and infected their wives and children with the disease. The
Tuskegee experiments were halted after being exposed by a whistleblower.
ROCKEFELLERS AND THEIR SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES OWN JONH
HOPKINS RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT AND CENTER. //[ DS*]BLACKROCK
VANGUARD INVESTORS ARE THE FUNDERS OF JONH HOPKINS ...
Note: Research has uncovered census records that indicate enslaved people were
among the individuals living and laboring in Johns Hopkins‘ home in 1840 and 1850,
with the latter document denoting Johns Hopkins as the slaveholder. Other new findings
documented additional links between the Hopkins family and slavery, as well as
indentured servitude
DARK WINTER CREATED BY ROCKEFELLERS ROTHSCHILDS dates back to
1950s when Bohemian Grove ELITES was in its prime of controlling the United States
Medical industry, world banking, funding the top scientific research programs through
the world including Wuhan labs in China.
From Dick CHENEY CIA funding Bio-weapons study through the world in
underground labs since 1992 to BUSH allowing military operations and development of
Bio-weapons that targeted specific DNA genes as Slavic, Native American people and
certain Ethnicity groups in 2000s through Obama funding the SARS projects, COVID
Bio-weapons Gain of function in chapel hill north Carolina and transferring the project to
Wuhan in 2014-2015. ALL OF THE THESE PROJECTS WERE FUNDED THROUGH
ROCKEFELLER CONGLOMERATES AND THE DEEP STATE INDUSTRIAL
MILITARY COMPLEX WAR MACHINE. (It's long been coded in Deep State talks
among ELITES and classified docs. OPERATION DARKWINTER22 was the nuclear
fallout of 22 cities across the world after the COLLAPSE of social and Economic turmoil
After a great PANDEMIC.
CODED: BIDEN GIVES SPEECH IN 2020 AND MENTIONS DARK WINTER. This
was the CABAL World Deep State signal to all countries and operations to begin the start
of DARK WINTER SEQUENCES.
TODAY GERMANY ISSUES WARNING ON DARK WINTER AS SEVERAL
OTHER NATIONS BEGAN TALKING OF DARK WINTER.
TODAY you can be thankful to the USSF. The world ALLIANCE MILITARY
OPERATIONS coming out of Cheyenne Mountains connected to more than 30 countries
(and counting) who have SECURED a WORLD THAT WILL NOT LEAD TO Full out
NUCLEAR WAR. (This means the Nuclear threats is only a threat and part of the END
GAME. If something goes off in 2023BOOM it will be over the WATERS.)

O. The Real News for Fri. 16 Sept. 2022:


Larry Silverstein bought the Twin Towers one month before 9/11 for $14 million, put
Terrorism Insurance on it and collected Four and a half Billion$.











Former Fox Nation host Lara Logan claims Jill Biden 'KNOWS HER 70 YEAROLD HUSBAND HAS DEMENTIA', and first lady is 'LYING TOTHE WHOLE
COUNTRY' about president's health.
150,000 GENETICALLY MODIFIED MOSQUITOES IN THE WILD ONCE AGAIN,
BILL GATES PROVES HOW FAR THE ELITES CAN TAKE THEIR POWER.
Fulford full report 9/12: October Revolution looms in West as Queen Elizabeth II moves
on
Pentagon confirms Ukraine's role in "bio-defense" with 46 bio-labs there.
Conspiracy theory is now just another confirmed Pentagon press release.
Trump has confirmed that Hillary Clinton was executed years ago. The movie is to
awaken the public. Trump posted a video of HRC at Gitmo mixed with his debate against
her where he said he would appoint a special counsel to investigate her. Trump's text: She
knows where she‘s going – 276 – Camp Justice at Guantanamo Bay. The real HRC
executed years ago. Movie for the public to wake up. These confirmations from Trump
help re-assure those in the High IQ Anon community that there are multiple levels of
reality occuring right now. In truth, HRC was likely executed in 2019, but in 'the movie'
HRC is alive, will soon be arrested publicly, tried for her crimes & sentenced
accordingly. In truth, Trump is likely still POTUS and we are in Devolution (Shadow
Government) and Law Of War. In the movie, Biden is destroying America.
FBI agents confessing they feel pressured under the Biden admin to mark people as
white supremacists: ―The Biden regime needs an enemy class."
Facebook spied on private messages of Conservatives and then reported them to the
FBI for Domestic Terrorism. https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgibin/forum.cgi?read=207728

P. Fri. 16 Sept. Trump: THE STORM IS COMING!, Michael Baxter,
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=207671






On Tuesday, President Donald J. Trump reposted an image of himself wearing a lapel
pin overlaid with the words ―The Storm is Coming,‖ a message, Mar-a-Lago sources told
Real Raw News, informing Trump‘s constituents that White Hats have been selectively
targeting and eliminating Deep State assets as part of his pledge to ―drain the swamp‖—
with many more mass arrests to come.
Trump, sources said, is more determined now than ever to wage “full-scale” war
against a criminal regime that has eroded the rights and freedoms Americans hold dear
and prejudicially targeted persons who vehemently criticize the cabal‘s agenda.
Trump’s wearing the pin, he added, sent a subliminal message to the White Hat
partition of the U.S. military—You now have carte blanche, if you will, to pursue mass
arrests instead of singling out specific individuals that betrayed their oath of office or

engaged in criminal malfeasance in contravention of the Constitution of the United
States.
Q. Queen Elizabeth, Royals, Vatican Honor Satan via Child Sacrifice:
Judy Note: I know of two Satanic Ritual Abuse Survivors who claimed that as children they
were made to attend a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite in Australia where Queen Elizabeth put a
sword into and sacrificed a baby. In researching the timeline I suspect that this Ninth Circle
Child Sacrifice Cult Ceremony happened just prior to her Coronation as Queen. If so, we could
surmise that a like ceremony was in the planning to be held just prior to King Charles III‘s
Coronation in the next few months. Although with the recent demise via the worldwide Alliance
Military, of the Knights of Malta, those dark Vatican dignitaries who organized and were present
at Queen Elizabeth‘s rite in honor of Satan, won‘t be able to attend.











Princess Elizabeth Druid Initiation: VIDEO 0.35 - Princess Elizabeth Druid Initiation
Rare Footage!!
Queen Killing Children: https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/celebrities/2019/2475585.html
Queen Elizabeth Killings: https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/celebrities/2019/2475585.html
Royals Involved in Child Sex Trafficking:
http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2018/07/cia-vatican-obama-bush-clinton-sorosroyals-child-sex-trafficking-2475424.html
Royals Killing Naked Children for Fun at Human Hunting Parties:
http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2014/06/european-royals-killing-naked-children-forfun-at-human-hunting-parties-2465154.html
Queen Involved in Murdering Witnesses to Child Murders:
http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2018/06/queen-elizabeth-vatican-canadiangovernment-murdering-witnesses-to-child-murders-2475410.html
Global Elites Found Guilty of Child Sacrifice:
http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2017/05/vatican-global-elites-found-guilty-of-childsacrifice-2475081.html

R. Part 1 Final WARNING DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE LAWS OF WAR
(PROTOCOL)




The LAW OF WAR MILITARY Action and protocol on foreign occupation inside
United States territories and branches of U.S. Governments/offices/sectors that have been
occupied by foreign governments/ leaders/ Intelligence/forces, that entity has one year to
vacate the U.S. territories and premise. Failure to head this Warning will result in Full
Military defense, retribution and tribulations in accordance to Military Courts, Tribunals,
imprisonment or Death.
As you most of you know by now, the illegal election that happened in 2020 was a
Military Sting operation to watch the Deep State and their CCP REGIMEN in cohesion/







help from VANGUARD CIA DARPA to control BIG TECH , MSM outlets and
Industries that are also run by foreign influences that are loyal to Europe Elites add the
DAVOS group.
Military Operations were to insure the Deep State would cheat/illegally interfere in
U.S elections using foreign powers, foreign occupation, foreign money and influences.
This domestic [DS] military Coup against a sitting President would ensure activating the
LAWS OF WAR PROTOCOL and PROCEDURES that would lead to EXPOSURE of
Foreign and Domestic Forces that worked together in a conspired will of corruption to
take over the United States and their three branches of government.
On January 20, 2021 the U.S. military White Hate issued their first warning to the
BIDEN regimen and BLACKROCK, VANGUARD, STATE STREET EXECUTIVES.
INCLUDING 16 Families and Royals across the world to vacate their actions in the
Stolen 2020 U.S. constitutional elections and were told to leave the U.S. territories.
On January 20, 2022 the year long grace pass expired and The LAWS OF WAR
PROCEDURE WERE FOLLOWED (and silent military actions operations continued
before, during and after the First WARNING of 2021)

S. Q, The Storm Rider:













In 1991 it had become clear to Military Intelligence inside U.S. Air Force (predawn
USFF), inside Q military clearance programs and Mole plants inside three letter agencies
that 911 was being planned by Secretary of Defense Deep State Operative Dick Cheney.
The plan to invade the Middle East for oil had been in force since the late 60s. The 911
EVENT could cover for multiple Agendas including DARPA technology to control news
cycles (Internet mass censorship and tracking opposition).
Upon the early discovery of 911 planned Agenda several White Hats created a plan to
rob the Pentagon. In the two months leading up to 911, Space Force had the Quantum
Technology to steal the money from the CIA and Pentagon and leave false money trails
of Pentagon corruption to the missing money.
Multiple files were uploaded into the Pentagon Servers including real stolen money
from U.S. citizens/ corporations/ and their connection to Wall Street operations. Inside
the placed files were videos of a Dick Cheney Pedophilia Ring connected to Elites and
the Rumored/videos and evidence of Child Hunting parties that connected the
Rothschilds/ UK Royalty/ Austria Forest Human Hunting Parties.
On the Eve of 911 Donald Rumsfeld announced 2.3 Trillion was missing from the
Pentagon, and the next day a supposed plane flew into the Pentagon where their servers
and data was infiltrated by the White Hats.
What really happened was White Hats stole the money (over 4 trillion) and went to
the full creation of Space Force White Hat Alliance-creation of Military Operations.
After this robbing of the Pentagon Three Letter Agencies, the silent war erupted
inside the Military Intelligence Agencies.




















Bush created wars and went after the oil.
Obama created wars and funneled money to Ukraine through Iran.
After the Robbery of the PENTAGON (actually 4 trillion over) by White HATS that
knew 911 was going to take place, counter measures were placed with letting the 3 letter
agencies.
The hite HATS had evidence on human trafficking/ weapons trade/911 agenda. This
would secure the lives of White Hat operators and secure investigation by Deep State
Bush/Obama administration into a collective Military Alliance inside the Three Letter
Agencies would not take place.
..... In short SPACE FORCE/& Alliance secured themselves from arrest...as they held
World Evidence of CORRUPTION/ killings,/ CIA OPERATIONS over throwing world
leaders and their governments connected to world money laundering.
This Standoff and silent war inside the U.S. government Elites, Generals and commands
continued as the Obama/ Rockefellers/ World Cabal planned the Pandemic and virus
release that would lead to full control of the Internet and full communication grids ( they
had hoped the data mining of all humans on earth would EXPOSE all the White Hats and
Infiltrators through the governments.......
This Data Control and Digital Technology Control would lead to other agendas that
could bring in the age of full World Control by the Deep State Cabal Rockefellers,
Rothschilds, Obamas, Clintons.
Unfortunately for them, Space Force had other plans. Super advanced technology in
Cheyenne Mountain and USSF began their operations in 2014 with help of other White
Hats and World Alliance. The Operation to Save the World went forward and placed
Trump into office.
Today with the destruction of the Georgia Guidestones, exposure of the Plandemic,
worldwide Vaccine exposure and the exposure of the World Pedophilia connected to
Elites, the wakening of civilization had begun.
USSF meet with world generals and Chinese-Russian Alliance in Cheyenne Mountain.
It has become clear the PLANDEMIC is falling apart. And it has become clear to
Russia, China, India and South America that Space Force – the Guardian Military
Intelligence Agency – will come into complete control of the World powers. Soon after
the collapse of the Deep State money organizations and agendas.

T. SPECIAL FORCES Z WWG1WGA: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/16325





MILITARY DOGS https://t.me/SpecialQForces/41700
SAS REPUBLIC OF THE UNITED STATES 1776:
https://t.me/SpecialQForces/43267
RUSSIA AIRBORNE https://t.me/SpecialQForces/41211
SPETSNAZ https://t.me/SpecialQForces/41937













AUSTRALIA: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/43268
GERMANY: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/1175
TURKEY: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/43270
ITALIA: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/40869
FRANCE: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/40873
BRAZIL: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/1158
AFGAHNISTAN: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/41192
SWEDEN: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/40950
NORWAY: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/43258
SERBIA: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/40868
DENMARK / FINLAND: https://t.me/SpecialQForces/43113

U. Must Watch Videos:














Fri. 16 Sept. Situation Update: GLOBAL DEEP STATE COLLAPSING, VATICAN
SIEZED, PRESIDENT T IN DC, MIGRANT VINEYARD, BEN FULFORD & NINO
UPDATE, STOCK UP, BE PREPARED, GCR/JUDY BYINGTON UPDATE,
RUSSIAN MOD UPDATE, SEPT 24 FF?, COUNTRIES ENDING MANDATES, CV
VAX TRUTH REVEALED, PRINCESS DIANA, REPTILIANS AND MOON
LANDING AND MORE. https://rumble.com/v1kdihv-situation-update-91622.html
Fri. 16 Sept. Situation Update: Situation Update: Sept 24 Possible False Flag Event!
Desantis Bussing Migrants To Martha's Vineyard & Kamala's Home! Biden
Transhumanism EO! FBI-Russia Connection! - We The People News! | Opinion Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
Thurs. 15 Sept. Juan O Savin: 9-15-22: The Storm Landed with Juan O Savin and Josh
Reid - Unrestricted Truths Ep. 185 (65 min)
Thurs. 15 Sept. Juan O Savin: 9-15-22: Juan O Savin with Gideon's Army (1hr 16min)
Fri. 16 Sept. Charlie Ward: New Charlie Ward & Jason Q: September 24th - Dates to
Not Forget - Who Is Attending the Queen's Funeral? | Prophecy | Before It's News
(beforeitsnews.com)
Fri. 16 Sept. Dark Outpost: New Dark Outpost: Evacuate Now! If You Live In One Of
These Cities | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
Deep State has no idea of the sleeping giant they have awoken!, X22 Report:
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=207790
2021 Genocide: The 2021 Genocide? . . . Massive Spike In Overall US Cancer Deaths
Including Male & Female Genital Cancers, Blood Diseases, Kidney Failure & More
(Video)
X22 Report: X22 Report Ep. 2876a & b - DOJ,FBI Trapped, Stupid Move Next, Trump
Ready To Play His Hand, PANIC In DC (a, 18min; b, 41min)










PERVYWOOD 1 TO N: all PARTS provided by #QWARRIORS WORLDWIDE:
https://t.me/EXPOSEthePEDOSendOfTheCABAL/14224
SECRET SOCIETY DEATH CULT:
https://t.me/EXPOSEthePEDOSendOfTheCABAL/14164
NAZI - ZIONIST - KHAZARIAN PEDO SATANISTS:
https://t.me/EXPOSEthePEDOSendOfTheCABAL/14194
OVERVIEW RUSSIAN SPECIAL MILITARY OPERATION – deNAZIfication:
https://t.me/SpecialQForces/44065?single
Part 1: When Buildings Cried: evidence that buildings have melted:
https://rumble.com/v1kkoyd-when-buildings-cried-part-1-they-have-hidden-thetruth.html
Part 2: When Buildings Cried: https://rumble.com/v1kkqwd-when-buildings-cried-part-2
Part 3: When Buildings Cried: https://rumble.com/v1kksgr-when-buildings-croed-part-3

V. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two
multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr.
Colin Ross – Robert David Steele
Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped,
tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed
herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic
Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc‘s CIA,
Queen Elizabeth‘s, Illuminati Banking families‘ and Vatican‘s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult
on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by
this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the
process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored
Republics of the world. It‘s no wonder that President Trump has stated, ―These people are sick.‖
W. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:
Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the
request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture
and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists
implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff‘s offices and all the way up to the Attorney
General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally
organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.

There‘s certainly no help from US or other nation‘s government agencies, including the FBI or
CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual
abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.
To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or
international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why
local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with
the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth
certificates, or identification.
X. USNCMEC Urgent Victim Help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678
Contact Interpol: https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
Europol Tipline Tel.: +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/nationalhotlines_en
Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers:
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/
Y. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about
the Children
It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and
traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite
Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.
The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to
pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking
Ring run by these global elites.
Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from
Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right
next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives
to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32
mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs
Z. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and
articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was
rampant in our international society.
The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do
their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.
I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several
Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working
with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know
you. You will remain in my heart forever.
A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown;
to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady
who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the
underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel
on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.
Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts
and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.
Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the
power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy
Updates for the Week Prior:
Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 16, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official
Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 15, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official
Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 14, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/09/13/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-september13-2022/
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of September 12, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of September 9, 2022
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of September 8, 2022 | Dinar Chronicles
Restored Republic via a GCR as of September 7, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official

